It must not therefore be imagined that it is exclusively interesting to those having immediate connexion with asylums. To all, indeed, who have such a connexion, whether lay or professional?whether as physicians, surgeons, chaplains, matrons, attendants; or as governors, magistrates, visitors, committeemen, projectors, or architects of asylums, ?it must prove invaluable, as containing all that they require to know, and much of the greatest possible importance that they should know, and which they cannot find elsewhere. But to the medical profession generally, it presents not only a subject of great interest admirably handled, but it offers much valuable matter relating to the character of the insane and the mode of treating them, which every member should be acquainted with.
In a prefatory note the author tells us that " the greater part of the book is a reprint from Lectures published in the Lancet, in 1846, supplementary to a clinical course on the symptoms and treatment of the various forms of insanity." We should much more regret that Dr. Conolly has restricted the republication to these few lectures, did we not entertain a hope that he will give us the others on the general subject of insanity, on some future occasion, in an enlarged form. To him, of all men, the great and influential promulgator and promoter, if not the actual introducer, of the humane system of treating lunatics, which does such honour to our time, the profession looks for information on all that relates to the nature and cure of insanity. As members of that profession, we do so likewise ; and we shall, therefore, choose to regard the present publication?invaluable as it is?only as a small instalment of the great sum of information which we would fain fix on our author as an imperative debt to his brethren, yet to be cancelled.
As it would be impossible to convey to our readers the manifold minute yet most important details respecting the construction and arrangement of asylums, without transcribing the greater portion of the chapters devoted to these, we must content ourselves with a strong recommendation to all interested in these subjects, to study the original. As we go over the different chapters we shall merely pick out, here and there, some of those passages which have a more general bearing on the treatment of insanity. These will speak for themselves as to the elegant and refined style of the work, and will give a general idea of the gentle and philanthropic spirit in which it is conceived. They will, however, convey but a faint impression of the depth and tenderness of the sympathies of the author towards the poor and beloved subjects of his care, with which the whole volume abounds. The book, indeed, presents us with a striking contrast in the manner in which the author speaks of his patients and their attendants on the one hand, and of the governing and ruling authorities of asylums, on the other. He uses the utmost freedom in commenting on the proceedings and shortcomings of governors, matrons, &c., but he lets slip no occasion of defending the claims and rights of his poor patients and their hard-worked attendants,?or rather, we should say, his feelings of affection and sympathy towards them, well out from his mind on all occasions unconsciously, and irresistibly.
The following extract is the conclusion of the author's obsevations respecting the best site for an asylum; it shows how his mind delghts to take the loftiest as well as the gentlest views of things. 
